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GLOBAL SUPPLIER TO HOTEL CHAINS – LARGE AND SMALL.

GROHE products can be found in hotel developments large and 
small all over the world. Thanks to unique versatility in design 
and functionality, innovative technology and endless possible 
applications, GROHE products are perfectly placed to meet the 
rigorous demands of the hospitality sector. 

In many countries around the world, GROHE is one of the most 
sought-after brands in the industry. In 2019 GROHE won the 
distinction of “Red Dot: Brand of the Year”. GROHE will enhance 
your hotel bathroom experience – both high-end properties and 
cost effective bathroom solutions what ever the budget.

Our goal is to deliver the very best guest experience, provide 
designers with a broad choice of inspirational products and 
investors and operators with the highest possible return on 
investment.

GROHE
THE BRAND OF CHOICE
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GROHE is in the rare position of being able to provide a complete 
range of coordinated taps, showers, ceramics and accessories in 
a range of colours and finishes that complement the latest 
sanitary ware designs.

Our extensive portfolio covers a range of price points enabling 
you to source all your sanitary fittings and sanitary ware from a 
single supplier – GROHE.

GROHE offers:

• A carefully curated range of finishes for all touchpoints  
 in the bathroom.
•  An extensive range of basin and bath taps and showers  
 to suit all applications.
•  Concealed cisterns and flush actuation plates, for
 effortless water saving.
•  Ceramic ranges made to match in form and function with  
 GROHE fittings.

GROHE
THE BRAND OF CHOICE

FOR THE COMPLETE
BATHROOM SOLUTION
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ENSURING WATER ENJOYMENT FOR GENERATIONS TO COME

Sensor activated fittings can be set to deliver the optimum water 
flow automatically stopping after the user has left the washing 
area. In this way they contribute towards achieving the highest 
standards in terms of sustainability by minimising water use and 
our integrated EcoJoy water-saving technologies can also 
generate significant water and energy savings from the outset.

GROHE also have a Powerbox that contains a water turbine that 
generates energy, so no battery or mains power is needed.

Additionally, GROHE demonstrates through our Sustainability 
Report and Sustainability accolades that we have made a serious 
corporate commitment to protecting the planet.

SAVING PRECIOUS
RESOURCES
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ENDURING DESIGN OUTSIDE AND IN.

Our history of great German engineering, lifecycle testing and 
numerous external certification processes are what gives our 
customers complete confidence in a name they can trust that 
delivers on performance, safety, durability, maintenance and 
return on investment.

Creating a hygienic bathroom. The risk of bacteria being 
present on surfaces has increased the demand for a touch free 
environment. Sensor activated flushing systems for W.C’s and 
urinals and automatically operated faucets are all available to 
make the specification of the public and hotel washrooms easier 
for the designer and more hygienic for the user.

Easy to clean surfaces. The clean design of GROHE fittings 
prevents dirt from accumulating in corners and allows the waste 
water to flow away unobstructed. As a result, the surfaces are 
easier to clean and the scope of the cleaning work is significantly 
reduced.

GROHE also has over 800 WRAS (Water Regulations Advisory 
Scheme) approved products including basin and kitchen mixers, 
bath fil lers, showers, flush plates.

DESIGNED FOR
PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY
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GROHE is honoured to showcase The Yacht Club, a successful partnership and collaboration 
with Amdec Property Development, Vortex Pipe Works, De Leeuw Quantity Surveyors and 
Source Interior Architects.

GROHE, in collaboration with these partners, specified The Yacht Club and AC Hotel by 
Marriott with top-of-the-range GROHE lines. In the hotel suites, Lineare, one of GROHE’s 
popular hybrid ranges was specified, including a combination of round and square features.

With the strong focus and requirement for water saving in South Africa, specifically in the 
Western Cape, all taps and mixers include water-saving aerators limited to 5.7l/m. GROHE 
Tempesta showers are fitted with 9l/m restrictors and GROHE concealed cisterns reduce 
water usage and overall maintenance costs by utilising pneumatic technology. These 
products minimise consumption and maximise enjoyment.

In the apartments, the stylish and elegant Eurosmart Cosmopolitan range was specified 
throughout, delivering on a super-modern cosmopolitan look with emphasis on style, 
comfort and convenience.

The Yacht Club is a mixed-use development in the Foreshore area of Cape Town, near the 
entrance to the V&A Waterfront. The Yacht Club apartments offer a vibrant New Urban 
lifestyle. It overlooks Cape Town Harbour and the new Cruise Liner Terminal to the north, 
and the city and Table Mountain to the south. The development comprises two towers of 
modern apartments, along with Africa’s first AC Hotel by Marriott, set on a podium of 
Premium Grade office space, which has recently been released to the market.

GROHE, MASTERS OF TECHNOLOGY, 
ENHANCE THE EXPERIENCE OF 
LUXURY LIVING
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The Premier Hotel Group has over 16 hotels and resorts providing almost 2000 bedrooms 
to discerning business and leisure travellers, each of which is designed and decorated 
according to exceptional standards of quality and consistency. One of Premier’s latest 
projects is the building of a R380 million development in Umhlanga that comprises of 
the four-star Premier Hotel and the three-star Premier Splendid Inn.

LIXIL Africa is proud to feature its world-class and locally manufactured products in the 
former hotel, the Premier Hotel Umhlanga. Once completed, this high-end hotel will 
comprise 130 luxurious bedrooms, each of which will offer magnificent ocean views, as 
well as a restaurant, swimming pool and gym.

In line with the rooms’ sleek and superior aesthetic, the bathrooms had to be fitted 
with products of the highest quality. As a result, LIXIL Africa installed the elegant, 
water-saving GROHE Eurosmart basin mixer, which includes the GROHE EcoJoy 
mousseur that provides water at 5.7 l/min and the GROHE QuickFix rapid installation 
system. The GROHE cistern, chosen for its discreet flush and water-saving technology, 
was also used, as was the Vaal Entice rimless wall-hung pan, which is known for its 
soft-close seat, and the exclusive GROHE Grandera freestanding bath mixer.

LIXIL Africa worked closely with several professionals in order to make this project 
possible, including Elphick Proome Architecture, Premier Group developers, MLC 
Quantity Surveyors, Novospace interior architects and Key Projects project managers.

The success of this project meant that LIXIL Africa products have now become the 
preferred brand for the hotel group. So the next time you’re standing in the bathroom of 
a Premier hotel, take a moment to enjoy and experience the beautiful LIXIL Africa 
products around you.

PREMIER HOTEL IN UMHLANGA, KZN.

REFERENCE PROJECTS
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225 Hotel Rooms
166 Executive Residential Apartments
22 Riebeek St, Cape Town City Centre, Cape Town

Developer                     Signatura
Architect                      Collaboration / DHK Architects & Juan Bernicchi Architects
Interior Designer           Source Interiors 
Construction Value        200M+  
Completed                    2017

Situated in the heart of Cape Town’s financial district sits the distinctive Safamarine house building which was 
converted from a Commercial Office space into the now easily known and recognizable Radisson Blu Hotel and 
residence. 

The Mother City is renowned the world over for its iconic deep blue ocean and mountainous landscapes, so it comes 
as no surprise that our natural elements serve as an inspiration to this beautifully designed building. A stunning mix 
of historic and ultra-modern, this award-winning CBD venue pays homage to the mother cities core roots.

The building itself boats sophisticated design elements as well as an elegant decor which is an integral part of the 
Radisson Blu brand globally. Focusing on the moody complexities of Cape Town’s weather and the unique history is 
exactly what appointed interior design studio, Source Interior Brand Architecture’s Creative Director Mardre Meyer 
and his team had in mind when drafting the extensively detailed design direction for the hotel.

The iconic building in Riebeek Street was constructed in the 1990’s for Old Mutual to move from their head office, 
then situated in Darling Street. It was designed in reference to the original head office, with features and elements 
that are reminiscent of the building in Darling Street, now known as Old Mutual Heights. With its unique and 
recognisable triangular windows and cross-shaped exterior, this iconic building has been transformed into the 
perfect city-centre hub for business trips and stylish getaway for leisure travellers as South Africa’s newest 
Radisson Blu.

The interior design and decor of the hotel incorporates contemporary shades of grey, green and blue, alongside 
the use of ombre patterns, reminiscent of mist diffusing through Cape Town’s city bowl. Sporting its original marble 
flooring and wooden wall panels, which have been incorporated into the sophisticated design, the hotel’s decor 
combines all things modern and stylish with the original materials that were an integral part of the building’s 
characteristics from the onset.

For the Brassware selection Grohe’s range of products became the Brand of choice integrating all the needed 
elements for this build in its products, Design, Technology, Quality and sustainability. Grohe’s Logo ‘Pure Freude an 
Wasser’ inspired one more reason to go with this prestigious and Global Brand because of the Professional teams 
critical focus on water and energy saving. Grohe is passionate about water and for which the basin mixers installed 
all included 5.7L p/min water saving devices. The overhead Grohe 200mm ceiling mounted shower roses and hand 
showers added to the overall luxurious bathroom feel adding to the intuitive design language. 

RADISSON BLU HOTEL & RESIDENCE CPT 
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We are always delighted to meet customers face-to-face to discuss your hotel project and 
we offer a full proposal service that includes product codes, indicative pricing, images and 
technical specifications, as well as CAD and BIM data.

Tailor-made service packages for major hotel projects include:

• On-site installation training and supervision – to ensure trouble-free installation.
• Standby Service – a GROHE technician on standby to deal with any initial teething  
 problems.
• Annual maintenance – our check up and maintenance service includes refresher  
 training for maintenance staff.
• Experiential sample rooms.
• CPD training on topics of Sustainability, Hygiene & break-out technologies.

GROHE is owned by LIXIL, headquartered in Japan. LIXIL makes pioneering water and 
housing products that solve everyday, real-life challenges, making better homes a reality 
for everyone, everywhere.

CONTACT US NOW
Email: projects.africa@lixil.com | Phone: +27 861 21 21 21
grohe.lixil.co.za

LOCAL SUPPORT
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Grohe Uniset Element for WC with EPS housing

Grohe - Uniset element for WC with flushing cistern

Grohe - GD2 Flushing cistern GD 2

Grohe - Rapid SL for WC 113m Installation Height

Product Notes - With flushing cistern GD 2. Sound-insulating EPS module for masonryin. Rail adapters for 
modular fixing. For single or rail installation. Wall rail with fixing accessories for single installation. 2 WC fixing 
bolts (distance of fixing bolts 180/230 mm). Fixing device for ceramic. Outlet bend Ø 90 mm, depth adjustable. 
Reducer Ø 90/110 mm. Inlet and outlet connecting set. Flushing cistern GD 2, 6 - 9l Public Spaces.

Product Notes - Pneumatic discharge valve offering 2 modes of operation: dual flush or single flush. PE outlet 
bend Ø 80 mm. Inlet and outlet connecting set. Steel frame, hot galvanized, with 4 fixing brackets. 2 WC fixing 
bolts (distance of fixing bolts 180/230 mm). Fixing device for ceramic. Water supply connection from top. Low 
noise (group I acc. to German Noise Specification).

Product Notes - Factory set 6 l and 3 l. Pneumatic discharge valve offering 2 modes of operation: dual flush or 
single flush. Connection from left/right/back or top. Insulated against condensation. ½” water supply connection
including integrated angle valve and push fit flexible hose union. Inspection shaft for vertical or horizontal use 
allows for flush plate to be installed vertically or horizontally. Flush pipe insulated against condensation. Fixing 
brackets. For mounting of small flush plates please order revision shaft 40 911 000 (sold separately).

Product Notes - With flushing cistern GD 2 , 6 l - 9 l for on-thewall installations or studded walls powder coated
steel frame, self-supporting TÜV approved 2 WC fixing bolts fixing device for ceramic WC ceramics with small 
bearing area.

GRO-38643001

GRO-38729000

GRO-38661000

GRO-38528001
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Grohe - Essence Floor standing back to wall WC

Product Notes - Essence Ceramic Back-To-Wall Rimless Pan with Universal Trap & PureGuard White. 
Seat additional.

GRO-3957300H

Grohe - Essence Wall hung WC

Grohe - Euro Ceramic Wall hung compact WC

Product Notes - For concealed cistern wash down rimless horizontal outlet flush volume 3/4.5 l including fixation 
set sanitary ware fully skirted with invisible fixation PureGuard anti scale coating and anti bacterial glazing 
compatible with seat and cover 39 576 000 (standard) or 39 577 000 (soft close).

Product Notes - For concealed cistern horizontal outlet GROHE Triple Vortex flushing technology wash down 
rimless flush volume 3/5 l 49 cm width including fixation set sanitary ware fully skirted with invisible fixation 
optional: PureGuard anti scale coating and anti bacterial glazing (00H) compatible with seat and cover 39 330 001 
(soft close) and 39 331 001 (without soft close).

GRO-3957100H

GRO-39206000
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Grohe Skate Cosmopolitan Flush plate

Grohe - Skate Cosmopolitan Flush plate

Grohe - Arena Cosmopolitan Flush plate

Grohe - Nova Cosmopolitan Flush plate

Product Notes -ith glass surface for dual flush or start & stop actuation for pneumatic discharge valve AV1 
vertical and horizontal installation 156 x 197 mm made of security glass mounting set not suitable for flushing 
cistern 6 l GROHE StarLight finish GROHE EcoJoy technology for less water and perfect flow for combination with 
Rapid SL and Uniset with GD 2 cistern for use with Rapid SLX please order shaft 66 791 000 (sold separately).

Product Notes - For dual flush or start & stop actuation. Pneumatic drop valve AV1. For vertical and horizontal 
installation. GROHE StarLight finish. GROHE EcoJoy technology for less water and perfect flow. For combination 
with Rapid SL 1.13 m with GD 2 cistern for use with Rapid SLX please order shaft 66 791 000 (sold separately).

Product Notes - For dual flush or start & stop actuation for pneumatic discharge valve AV1 horizontal installation 
156 x 197 mm made of ABS GROHE StarLight chrome finish GROHE EcoJoy technology for less water and perfect 
flow for combination with Rapid SL and Uniset with GD 2 cistern for use with Rapid SLX please order shaft 66 791 
000 (sold separately).

Product Notes - For dual flush or start & stop actuation for pneumatic discharge valve AV1 vertical and horizontal 
installation 156 x 197 mm made of ABS GROHE StarLight chrome finish GROHE EcoJoy technology for less water 
and perfect flow for combination with Rapid SL and Uniset with GD 2 cistern for use with Rapid SLX please order 
shaft 66 791 000 (sold separately).

GRO-38845LSO

GRO-38732A00

GRO-38858000

GRO-38765000
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Grohe - Lineare Basin Mixer 1/2Inch S-Size Chrome

Grohe - Eurosmart Cosmopolitan Single Lever Basin Mixer ½

Grohe - Essence 2-hole basin mixer M-Size

Grohe - Essence Single-lever basin mixer 1/2”XL-Size

Product Notes - Installation metal lever 28 mm ceramic cartridge with GROHE SilkMove with
temperature limiter GROHE StarLight chrome finish GROHE EcoJoy SpeedClean mousseur 5.7 l/min
GROHE QuickFix Plus installation system smooth body with push-open pop-up waste set 1 1/4” flexible
connection hoses.

Product Notes - Monobloc installation metal lever GROHE SilkMove 35 mm ceramic cartridge adjustable flow
rate limiter GROHE StarLight chrome finish GROHE EcoJoy mousseur 5.7 l/min GROHE QuickFix rapid installation 
system smooth body flexible connection hoses optional temperature limiter (46 375 000).

Product Notes - Wall mounted. Set for final installation for 23 571 000 without concealed body.Metal escutcheon
metal lever. GROHE StarLight finish. GROHE EcoJoy mousseur 5.7 l/min. GROHE AquaGuide adjustable mousseur
centre distance 110mm.Projection 183 mm.

Product Notes - Single hole installation metal lever for free-standing basins GROHE SilkMove 28 mm ceramic 
cartridge with temperature limiter GROHE StarLight finish GROHE EcoJoy mousseur 5.7 l/min GROHE AquaGuide 
adjustable mousseur GROHE FastFixation Plus rapid installation system swivel spout with mousseur and stop 
limiter smooth body flexible connection hoses min. recommended pressure 1.0 bar.

GRO-23106001

GRO-23327000

GRO-19408A01

GRO-32901AL1
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Grohe - Cube Ceramic Underslung Basin w/ Overflow 492x370mm White

Grohe - Essence Vessel basin 60

Grohe - Bau Under-counter wash basin 55

Grohe - Cube Wash basin 50

Product Notes - Installation from below with overflow 492 x 370 mm including fixation set sanitary ware With
PureGuard hygiene coating (anti-stick coating and anti-bacterial glazing).
615mm x 127mm x 504mm

Product Notes - without overflow 600 x 400 mm including fixation set including ceramic waste, removable cover 
non-closable sanitary ware PureGuard anti scale coating and anti bacterial glazing.

Product Notes - installation from below with overflow 560 x 420 mm sanitary ware.

Product Notes - Wall hung 1 hole punched, 2 holes pre-punched with overflow 500 x 490 mm sanitary ware Pu-
reGuard anti scale coating and anti bacterial glazing

GRO-3948000H

GRO-3960800H

GRO-39423000

GRO-3947400H
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Grohe - Tempesta Cosmopolitan 200 Head Shower Chrome

Grohe - Tempesta Shower Arm 400mm Chrome

Grohe - Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100 Shower Rail Set 3 Sprays Chrome

Grohe - Relexa Shower Outlet Elbow Chrome

Product Notes - Rain spray pattern Ball joint +/- 20° rotatable connection thread 1/2” suitable for instantaneous
heater min. recommended pressure 1 bar 200mm x 58mm.

Product Notes - Tempesta Shower arm 400mm Chrome.
Volume: 0.001344m³

Product Notes - Consisting of: hand shower (27 574) shower rail, 600 mm (27 521) Relexaflex hose 1750 mm 1/2”
x 1/2” (28 154) GROHE EcoJoy 9.5 l/min flow limiter GROHE DreamSpray perfect spray pattern GROHE
StarLight chrome finish SpeedClean anti-limescale system Inner WaterGuide for a longer life.

Product Notes - Shower connection 1/2” wall connection 1/2”male thread GROHE StarLight chrome finish with
matt chrome cap.

GRO-27541001

GRO-27851000

GRO-27579002

GRO-28626000
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Grohe - Grohtherm Smartcontrol Concealed Mixer w/2 Valve Chrome

Grohe - Rapido SmartBox Universal Concealed Installation Unit

Grohe - Rainshower F-Series Shower System with Thermostat Chrome

Product Notes - Set for final installation for GROHE Rapido SmartBox 35 600 000 metal wall escutcheon with
GROHE QuickFix (covered escutcheon and shaft sealing, covered fixing), retroactively 6° adjustable
GROHE StarLight chrome finish GROHE SmartControl push for ON-OFF, turn for volume adjustment from EcoJoy 
to full flow exchangeable symbols GROHE TurboStat compact cartridge with wax thermoelement GROHE ProGrip 
with knurl structure GROHE SafeStop safety button at 38°C (calibration required) GROHE SafeStop Plus optional
temperature limiter at 43°C or 46°C included built-in non return valve and dirt strainers multiple outlets can
be run simultaneously without roughing-in-set flow performance: outlet B = 24 l/min outlet C = 26 l/min
outlet B+C = 29 l/min.

Product Notes - 3 outlets 1/2” 2 inlets below, 1/2” installation depth 75-105 mm connection unit in DR brass 
premounted flushing plug stable build-in box and protective cover fixing options for solid walls and dry
cladding gasket without set for final installation.

Product Notes - Horizontal swivable 450 mm projection shower arm exposed thermostatic shower with Aquadim-
mer function allows change between: head shower Rainshower F-Series 254 (27 285 000) material:metal with ball 
joint, rotation angle ± 20° hand shower Sena (28 341 000) adjustable height via gliding element (12 140 000) met-
al shower hose 1750 mm GROHE EcoJoy 9.5 l/min flow limiter GROHE TurboStat GROHE SafeStop safety button at 
38°C (calibration required) GROHE SafeStop Plus optional temperature limiter at 43°C included GROHE
CoolTouch GROHE DreamSpray perfect flow GROHE StarLight chrome finish SpeedClean antilimescale
system Inner WaterGuide for a longer life.

GRO-29124000

GRO-35600000

GRO-27469000
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Grohe - Eurosmart Cosmo E IR Elect Basin Mixer ½” with Mixing Device & 
Adjustment Temperature  Limiter

Grohe - Euroeco Powerbox

Grohe - Eurosmart Cosmo E IR Elect Mixer ½” with Mixing Device & 
Adjustment Temperature Limiter

Product Notes - With infrared sensor for bi-directional communication for monitoring, configuration and
servicing without power supply 36 338 000 (required) GROHE EcoJoy mousseur 5.7 l/min flexible
connection hoses non-return valve dirt strainers with integrated solenoid valve rapid installation system 7
pre-set programs auto flush thermal disinfection cleaning mode additional functions and precise
settings by remote control 36 407 CE approved noise classification 1 in accordance with DIN4109 type of
protection faucet IP 59K.

Product Notes - infra-red electronic basin tap 1/2” without mixer with infrared sensor for bi-directional 
communication for monitoring, configuration and servicing including Powerbox self-generating power system 
GROHE StarLight finish GROHE EcoJoy 6.0 l/min mousseur flexible connection hose dirt strainer rapid installation 
system Powerbox power generator with water turbine internal energy saving unit with use of 60 s/24 h stand-by, 
260 s/100 h stand-by with additional backup power 7 pre-set programs: auto flush thermal disinfection cleaning 
mode additional functions and precise settings by remote control 36 407 CE approved min. recommended 
pressure 1.0 bar.

Product Notes - With infrared sensor for bi-directional communication for monitoring, configuration and
servicing 6V lithium battery, type CR-P2 battery lifetime approx. 7 years (150 actuations a day)
GROHE EcoJoy mousseur 5.7 l/min flexible connection hoses non-return valve dirt strainers with
integrated solenoid valve external battery rapid installation system multistage battery status display 7
pre-set programs auto flush thermal disinfection cleaning mode additional functions and precise
settings by remote control 36 407 CE approved noise classification 1 in accordance with DIN4109 type of
protection faucet IP 59K.

GRO-36325001

GRO- 36384000

GRO-36327001
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Grohe - Tectron Skate Infra-Red Stainless Steel

Grohe - Rapid Sl Element for WC, 1.13 m installation height

Product Notes - With infrared sensor for bi-directional communication for monitoring, configuration and
servicing with transformer 100-230 V AC, 50-60 Hz, 6 V DC for flushing cistern GD 2 / Rapid SL 1.13 m only
servo motor concealed installation front plate 156 x 197 mm infra-red control 7 pre-set programs auto
flush cleaning mode pre-flush on/off additional functions and precise settings by remote control 36
407 CE approved.

Product Notes - With flushing cistern GD 2 , 6 l - 9 l for on-thewall installations or studded walls powder coated
steel frame, self-supporting TÜV approved 2 WC fixing bolts fixing device for ceramic WC ceramics
with small bearing area.

GRO-38698SD1

GRO-38528001

Grohe - Bau Wall hung WC set
Product Notes - Bau Ceramic wall hung WC (39 427 000) for concealed cistern horizontal outlet wash down 
rimless flush volume 3/6 l sanitary ware   Bau Ceramic WC seat (39 493 000) soft close quick release function 
detachable material: Duroplast including fixation set.

GRO-39351000
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Grohe - Tectron Skate Infra-Red Electronic for Urinal Stainless Steel

Grohe - Rapido U Rough -In Set for Urinal Blue

Product Notes - With infrared sensor for bi-directional communication for monitoring, configuration and
servicing with transformer 100-230 V AC, 50-60 Hz, 6 V DC cartridge with solenoid valve and dirt strainer
front plate 116 x 144 mm flow pressure min 0.5 bar operating pressure max 10 bar 7 pre-set programs
auto flush cleaning mode pre-flush on/off additional functions and precise settings by remote control 36
407 adjustable flow time by hand or remote compatible with for Rapido U CE approved.

Product Notes - Roughing-in set for urinal for manual actuation or Tectron infra-red electronic 6 V or 230 V water
group with stop valve flow pressure min 0.5 bar operating pressure max 10 bar flush aid functional unit checked 
ex factory water supply connections ½” outer thread connecting box for mains supply installation box with gasket 
fixing points for dry cladding and masonry-in inspection shaft incl.protection.

GRO-37321SD1

GRO-37338000

Grohe - Rapid SL Wall Union 2 Pieces

Grohe - Urinal Trap Horizontal Outlet

Product Notes - For against-the-wall installations for fixing the elements at the brick-wall or in front of the stud-
ded wall adjustment from 130 - 230 mm 2 pieces.130mm x 130mm x 40mm
Related To: GRO-38528001

Product Notes - Vertical Outlet Ø 50 mm 0,5 - 4 l Flushing Volume Center In- and Outlet: 80 mm for Bau
Ceramic Urinal 39 438 000 and 39 439 000.

GRO-3855800M

GRO-39732000

Grohe - Bau Ceramic Wall-Hung Urinal w/ Concealed Inlet White
Product Notes - Concealed inlet wall fixings Included flush volume 1 l including fixation set sanitary ware for
installation please order urinal trap 39 732 000 (horizontal outlet) or 39 733 000 (vertical outlet), sold
separately not compatible with temperature sensor 39 367 000
395mm x 180mm x 475mm

GRO-39438000
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Grohe - Essentials Bathrobe Hook Chrome

Grohe - Essentials Grip Bar 295mm Chrome

Grohe - Essentials Towel Holder 600mm Chrome

Grohe - Essentials Towel Holder 450mm Chrome

Product Notes - Material: metal concealed fastening GROHE StarLight chrome finish suitable for screwing
(including screws and dowels) or gluing (glue 40 915 000 sold separately).

Product Notes - Material: metal 349 mm (useable length 295 mm) concealed fastening GROHE StarLight chrome
finish suitable for screwing (including screws and dowels).

Product Notes - Material: metal 654 mm (useable length 600 mm) concealed fastening GROHE StarLight chrome
finish suitable for screwing (including screws and dowels) or gluing (glue 40 915 000 sold separately).

Product Notes - Material: metal 504 mm (useable length 450 mm) concealed fastening GROHE StarLight chrome
finish suitable for screwing (including screws and dowels) or gluing (glue 40 915 000 sold separately).

GRO-40364001

GRO-40421001

GRO-40366001

GRO-40688001
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Grohe - Essentials Double towel rail

Grohe - Essentials Toilet Paper Holder without Cover Chrome

Grohe - Cosmopolitan Liquid Soap Dispenser 04L Chrome

Grohe - Essentials Spare Toilet Paper Holder Wall-Mounted Chrome

Product Notes - material: metal 654 mm (drill ing length 600 mm) concealed fastening GROHE StarLight chrome 
finish suitable for screwing (including screws and dowels).

Product Notes - Material: metal without cover concealed fastening GROHE StarLight chrome finish suitable for
screwing (including screws and dowels) or gluing (glue 40 915 000 sold separately).

Product Notes - For liquid soaps. Storage bin 500ml. GROHE StarLight finish.

Product Notes - Material: metal wall mounted concealed fastening GROHE StarLight chrome finish suitable for
screwing (including screws and dowels) or gluing (glue 40 915 000 sold separately).

GRO-4080200

GRO-40689001

GRO-40535000

GRO-40385001
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To enjoy still water refrigerated to
perfection, nothing is easier: just
press the icon on the top of the
left handle. A blue LED will light
up and your glass will fill with
perfect still water.

Do you dream of sparkling water
with refreshing bubbles? Press the
lower icon. The light signal will
turn green and your glass will fill
with generous bubbles

Do you like slightly sparkling water?
Do you prefer light bubbles? We
have thought of everything. To get
a slightly sparkling water, press one
button then the other — the LED
will then turn turquoise.

Enjoy the refreshing & delicious taste of the purest water 
straight from the kitchen tap – always cooled to the right 
temperature, with a choice of stil l or sparkling.

ENJOY THE MOST CONVENIENT WATER SYSTEM EVER

GROHE BLUE
HOME CHILLED & SPARKLING
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